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Abstract

We study the possibility to represent finite automata by their positive samples
called texts. It is shown that, for the class of all finite automata, such a

representation is impossible. However, restricting a proper subclass of automata,

called stem automata, we really construct the representation system for that class.

1. Representation systems

An effective numbering of objects (machines, languages, etc.) can be considered as

a system which represents the objects by natural numbers. The numbers in也e

system are called codes or indices. Tlie system lias an encoder, which associates the

objects with the codes, and a decoder, which reconstructs the objects, with the follow-
●

ing equation.

decode(code(object) ) - object.

Certainly, the equation is essential to the representation. Hence, one may

represent the objects by their data rather than by numbers so long as the equation is

satisfied. We denote this idea by the following diagram.

oBJ亭主ゴDATA ,
ど

where OBJ is a class of objects (called a object space), DATA is a class of data (called a

data space), and/ and g are total recursive functions such that g(f(x) )-x and thatf(x)

is Hconsistent with x in OBJ,

In this paper, we are interested in classes of finite automata as the objeOt space.

Now, what do we allow as a data space号　Biermann [1], and Tanatsugu and Arikawa

[6] gave the system

REGさD･×N,
s

where REG is the class of all regular sets, D+ is the class of all finite sets of (positive)

strings, and N is the set of all positive integers. Enomoto and Tomita [2] gave the

tern
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AUT毒=圭こきDi ,
ど

where AUT is the Glass of all finite automata, and D土is tIie class of all finite sets of signed

st血gs.
While their results are usefu且ones, whaもthe authors want to血dy is whether we

●

can represenもautomata by the元positive samples only. Therefore, our data spa°e is

D+. The elements ofD+ are called "texts" (Gold [3] ). Formally, we Call d∈D+ a text

of x∈REG [AUT] if d⊆x ld⊆h(x)], where b(x) is the regular set recognized by x.

Definition 1. A representation system (R.S. in short) of a class L is a diagram

L妄=±±D+　suchthatg{f(%))=xand
ど

f(x) is a text ofx for each, x in L. We denote the E.S. by a 3-tuple {L,f, g).

In Section 2, we show that AU甘has no representation system･

In SeOtion 3, we de免ne the subc且ass STEM of stem automata, and Oonsider the

relations between tlie stem automata and their texts. The considerations introduce a

text generator Gk and an expansion procedure E, and we show that (ST瓦M, Gk, E) is a

R･S-　The expansion procedure uses Hsubtext relations", and this technique is origin-

ated with. Huzino [51

Another related works are found in Sckuberも[7] and Gold [4], Schubert gave a

non-e鮎ctive method to represenもpartial reOuxsive fun¢tions by tlieir丘nite functions.

The representation is based on the sizes of ma¢Jiines, noもon the stru血ral relations.

stating in terms ｡f our definition, Gold gave the system AUT妄±圭空Dアwith the
g

property thaもg(d)-x whenever f(x)⊆d. Our system for stem automata loses the

property, however, tMs is beOause the negative samp且es are noもallowed in our system･

2. Fnndaraenta且鼠esults

The fol且owing地eorem is also valid for any class L with L⊇D+.

●

Theorem 1. There is no R.8. of R取G.

Proof. Assume to the ¢ontrary that(REG,f,g) is a R.S. Since there exists an

infinite language in REG, / is not an　血ity function on the subdomam D+毒REG.

Therefore, there exists a seもx.∈D+ such that/(ォb)⊆xo and f(x｡) is not empも　Now

assume that f(fao) )-/(*o)-　Then f(xo)-g(f(f(xo) ) ) )-g(f(x｡) )-x｡ holds. This

contradicts to f(xo)幸X｡.斑enOe, /(/(so) ) ⊆f(x｡) holds and f(f(x｡) ) is not empty･

Similarly, we obtain the in鮎ite sequen¢e of地e免nite sets {/<">(a;0)} such that

/ <*+1>(ao) 冒/<*>(*o) ,

where f(n){x｡) is an abbreviation of/(/(- -f(xo)'蝣") )�"　Clearly, this is a ¢ontradic一
二一一二　J

n times

tion.
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Corollary. There is no R.S. ofAUT.

49

Proof. If otherwise, composition of AUTを二三三D+ and REG±=二二≦ AUT
r

becomes a R.S. of REG, where r is a realization".

In other words, the theorem asserts that it is impossible to represent both infinite

and finite sets by texts. On the other hand, finite regular sets are of no concern.

ⅡenOe, it is natural to restrict our considerations to REG*,忠"he class of all infinite

regular languages.

Theorem 2. There is a R.S. (REG*, /, or)

Proof. Let x-t, x｡, x｡,- be an e鮎¢tive enumeration of REG* with no repeti一

七ions. We de丘ne the enOoder/by

f(x) -v x:==zxi ^en nunw[w; ｡X]

else (let x be xk) mmw[w∈x and w s{/(#i),-,/(s*-i)}]-

The decoder g is de且ned as

g(d) -if d-≠ then ¢ else flag (mmw[w∈d])

(tt>) -ォmin;[/W - W].

It is easy to verify that the funOtions are totally defined, / is one-t0-one, and g{f{%) )-

x. The consistency is trivial from the de丘nition of/.

The proof of the theorem uses a Ooding of REG* to N, tenOe a textf(x) of x dose not

reveals the struOture of x. In the next seotion, we mvestigate the structural relations

between the stem automata and their texts. In counter to the仏eorem 2, the relations

reveals the structures of automata.

3. Stem Automata

A stem automaton has a very simple structure, however, is not trivial. First we

list up the necessary definitions.

Definitions. A stem over a finite alphabet 2 is a linear tree such, that

1. the leaf is specified by the reserved name end,

2. the arc to the leaf is labelled by粥2. an end marker, and

3. each, arc except 2. is labelled by a letter a∈E.

The nodes except leaf are called states. The order on the set of states is defined as
●

qx<q2 iff?2 1S on the Patt f-rm?i-

The unique path from qもo g′ is denoted by (q-?').

A stem automaton consists of a stem S and a set of arcs R, and is denoted by (S,22).

Each arc in R is of the form yf->jy with c[i≧qj, and is called Hreturn" arc. Moreover.

for each letter, there is exactly one transition out of each state. Note that a stem

automaton is a determinstic finite automaton under the interpretation tliat the initial

state is the root of the stem and that the state a with q-> end is the unique final state.

●
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Now consider the following loop structure to find systematic relations between the
●

stem automata and their texts.

顎ii知^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^E n
q-q1---- -qn→q'･-→end

stem path w - (q→q′)

For each n≧0, (wa)nwy ∈b(q) whenever y∈b(q′), where b(q) is the set of all path

from qto end. Let A be a set

A-{y]y, (wa)wy, (w<x)2wy, (wa)swy, -, -(wa)kwy), a text of q. A氏er scanning w,

A becomes

B-{y, awy, o{wo)wy, o{wa)2wy, -, q(伽f^wy), a text of q′　Moreover, after
●

scanning a, B becomes

C-(wy, (v)o)wyy (wa)2iOy,'- -, {Mcr)k-1/My}, a subtext of A.

F:

(7

w

●

●

●

∂W　　　:

A･---∴･-･-B-∂wA

旧

a-aqB二ノ
The figure F roughly shows the relations of texts and transitions, where ∂WL denotes

the derivative of the language L with respect to the string v).

Thus if we generate each text for each state by moving backward through the
●

stem path and by iterating loops continuatively using fixed "loop parameter', then the

●

structure of the automaton corresponds to the expansion of the text using the deriva-

●
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tives, especially, the subtext relations reveal the structure of return arcs. The text

generation is done by the text generator Gk and the text expansion by the expansion

procedure且

Text Generator Gk

For a stem automaton x-(S, R), a text Dq for each node q is inductively constructed:

Base: for the leaf node, Dend-{入).

Steps: Ds'lf-

匝k
s S *l iiSAa串≠

if otherwise

where SAQ ラ α iff a is a "self arc" q->q>

D'"

k
2[2｣[i:(wryw]Dq

q'<=Rqj-¥
ifRa串¢

if otherwise,

whereRq∋q'iffqfisastatefromwhich,areturnarcq'エqexists,andw-(q→q')串入.

Finally

-2)妄!*/[TDq'+Dr
qet],

whereq'isthedirectsuccessorofqinthestem,thatis,q->q'isastemarc.●

Gk(x)-Dq,whereqistherootofthestem.

Example.Inthefollowingfigure,dottedlinesshowthecorrespondencesofstates

andtexts,andtheloopparameterhis1.

α

軌
1
鮎
1
鮎
1
鮎
1
鮎
-
帥

●　●　●

α

戟
J
川
W

･ - - - V - Dq2+abababaDq4i - Gx{x)

･ - - 'n - {入+a] [bDq3+baaabaaDqb]
b

-　�". Dqz- aDq4+aabaaDq5

Dqi - aDq5

･･---0,5-00

･end- M

The expansion proOedure E takes D∈D+ and returns E(D) ∈STEM. Each state of

E{D) is specified by a string w and is denoted by sw.
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Expansion Procedure E.

E is specified by giving the following "expansion rules".
●    ●                                       ●

Rl: the initial state is s*

R2: Assume that sA, sav sai<x ,�"- Sof-an are already created as

states, and let w be aァa2�"-qn.

E2-1. if ≠幸∂wqD⊆∂<ria2..-ejD for some O≦j≦n,
a

create the return arc sw-ivi92-*Oj�"

E2-2. if there is exactly one ∂wqD幸<f> such that ∂wqD等dai...｡jD for any O≦j ≦n,

create the new state swa and the stem arc swユ　if otherwise, stop the

expansion.

R3. If the expansion is stopped at sw with ∂�"#-{入}, define E(D) by the automata

expanded. Note that sw is the end node. Otherwise, E(D) is an arbitrary stem

automaton.

Example. For a text D-{a% a?♯　a2ba薪, a*ba% abaH, aba% abcFba*, dba*ba%,

IS

D

J d∂ab

･55

s*

KaaD孟
J
D oOy

∂aaさD-(入end

Nowletusprovethat(STEM,Gk,E)isaR.S.Fromthedefinitionofthetext

generator,wehave

Fact.Foreachh≧1,Gksatisfiestheconsistencycondition,thatis,Gk{x)⊆b{x)for

eachx.

Lemma.LetA,vbe
w∂vGk{x)forastemautomatonx.Then,foreachstateqofx,we
have

k
-Dq+(9′誘)∈Cqi=l→q"){a(q'→q")V]Dq

awherev)isthestempath(q｡-a),qQistheinitialstate,anda3-tuple(a′,q〝,*))∈Cq好q〝-q′

isareturnarcwithq〝≧qandq>q′･

Inwhatfollows,iforq′,q〝q,andawith,q′≦q<,q〝anda〝ユq′∈R,wedenotethe

ナ拝expression[2(?-q〝)W-q")Y]Dq〝by%′,q,q";a:n9m).Themeaningofthis

‡=タ‡
expressionisasfollows:q

･Iteratetheloopq′三妄苛〝itimesatthestateq,wheren≦i≦m〝.
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Proofopthelemma.BythedefinitionofGk,wehave

(qo-q)D.⊆Dq｡-Gk(x),andhence

(1)D｡⊆Awholds.

Forfor',a〝,q)∈Gq,ifany,thedefinitionofD¥牀
,%impliesDtq⊇I(g′q′,q〝:a:l,k).Thus
wehave

2)⊇a(a,-f>J>f′⊇i(q',q,q"r,l,k).

By(1)and(2),wehaveAu⊇7+(?',慕)∈%'>q,q

cq〝a;1,k).Theconverseisproved
byinductiononthenumberofstates.Let?o二qxisastemarc.Thenbythedefini-

tion.wehave

(3)∂∈蝣%>サ?i>?";サ;!サ*).

'ォ!

Thus,foreachstateqexceptqo,wehave

W4<0-g'=∂(<?!'*<?)Afl+(?｡,?′与｡-%サ?>?

-?1〝;o;l,Jc)
eql≦q≦q〝

Letxrbeasubautomatonof浴withitsrootqv

●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　■　●　●　●　●　●

軌=--･-----･

●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●

丁
∬●●●

●

　

●

　

●

　

●

　

●

　

●

　

●

　

●

　

■

a

By the induction hypothesis for xT, and by the fact that )q-D%, a text assigned to q by
●

Gk(xT), we have

(5)　∂(ql-q)Dqi - Dq+ (?',?",-o∈C｡I(q',q,q"; a; l, k)
eq′≠go

Note that Dq -Gk(x,).

By (4) and (5), we have

4?o->?) - Dq+ ∑
(q′,g′′,q)∈Cq e <l′*qo

I(q',q,q"; a; l,k)

+(1｡,9-,<r)義　　　　〝 ';!,*)

⊆ D'+ォ�"..-?.,ォ/<*'M"; '; U) -

The base of our induction is trivial because Dq-∂入,-J入and Cq is the empty set.

Now we can state the representation theorem for STEM. From the Fact, it suffices

to show E(Gk(x) )-x.
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Theorem3.Foreachh21,(STEM,Gk,E)isaR.S.

Proof.AssumethattheexpansionprocedureEhasalreadycreateds入>s<サ1>-,sw-

*ォi-サnfromthetext6r^(cc)ofxandthatswcorrespondsastateyofx.Ifghasa

p
arcq->q,then

Os">2(A,*�"�"�"?*}

(1)4-D}'"[TDf′∈I{tf,q,f;o;l,k)

holds.Sincestemautomataaredeterministic,wehave

∂A-∂wp}
,GM-(入*-!�"
蝣}[丁'+D{"]⊆Aq･

Thus,theselfarcsw->swisformedbytheexpansionruleR2-1.●

Similarly,forareturnarcq->q,theequation(1)implies

∂Jw-I(qi,qi,q;0-,0,*-i)-(yx-q)Dq+I(qvqltq;a;l,h-1).

Notethat,amongtheelementsofCq,only(ql9q,a)isremainedby∂q･

Since(q1-q)D<⊆><Lxand

Jfakfc.?;*;!.*-!)⊆%i>ivr>a>*サ*)⊆Dqr;i⊆Bnxholds,wehave

∂qAw⊆Dg.⊆A(g｡ー?.)

Hence,thereturnarcswもS(?0-純)iscreatedbyR2-1.Finally,weverifythatthe

stemisexactlyexpanded.Letv)qbe(q-end),thenv)qistlieminimallengthstringin

b(q).Since¥v)ql<|^'|holdsforeachq'withq'<q,wehave

I
wq∈Dq⊆Aqandwq¢Aq,⊆b(q′).

Thus,ifq->q2isastemarc,wehave､●

Hzo_}q)丁等Hto_事q′foreachq'with#'<<?.Thatis,thenewstates(qoーq¥7andthe

Ttranstions<qo→9)-S(ォoーq¥TarecreatedbytheruleK2-2.
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